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It is the duty of the descendants to repair the shelter
of their ancestors' coffins up to five generations. Those
decaying coffins, about which no one cares any more,
will be removed by a special philanthropic institution
and buried somewhere else.
The spirit of the dead, it is believed, has left the
corpse and has been admitted to the world of spirits.
It will come back to the house at the seventeenth or
eighteenth day after death. On that day, the house
will be prepared to welcome the spirit. The tablet with
the name of the dead will then be put into a wooden
pavilion presented by the husband of the daughter and
set in the front room. Heavy mourning is observed
for forty-nine days. Each meal will be prepared before
the pavilion and a woman will wail beside it with
dirges. This is the obligation of a wife towards her
husband and a daughter-in-law towards her parents-
in-law. Men never take part in such wailing.
During the funeral ceremony, the priest who keeps
the genealogy of the Chia will be invited to recite
buddhist classics before the dead. His recitation is
believed to have pecuniary value in the spirit world.
The name of the dead is thus put into the genealogical
record by the priest and will be included on the list for
worshipping.
Daily sacrifices will be ended on the forty-ninth day.
The tablet pavilion will be burnt at the end of two
years and two months.   It concludes the mourning
. period.   The tablet is then put in the ancestral shrine.
At ordinary time, special sacrifices are offered on
the birth and death days of each particular ancestor,
and collective offering for all lineal ancestors five times
a year as shown in the time-table of social activities
(IX~3). The mode of sacrifice is that a feast is pre-

